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Customer Testimonials

What customers are saying about us? Here are some of the comments collected from Joomla.com good component
byGerry on September 6, 2009 Good component this one. I think there should be a way to set the field order.
Also the currency field does not seem to be available.
But very good component.
Just Great all round byKrazza on December 25, 2008 Dont often add reviews but this one is worth it. Excellent support
by the developer beyond what I would consider normal, to have issues that were site related fixed.
Great pop up chart display is really eye catching and to see stocks update every few seconds is just as good.
Great addition to any J1.5 financial site or a nice bell or whistle to any project. Cheers!
Wow, Wow and Wow! byethicalbanker on December 13, 2008 This is exactly what I needed and Bing provided fantastic
support in getting the module up and running!
Keep up the great work and thanks again.
Nice Looking Module bydaynews on August 1, 2008 Easy to install and configure.
Developer could add:
1. Percentage change together with amount change
2. The feature so you can order stocks by percentage change, price change and so on Maximum you can add 200
stocks, but this comes from Yahoo! not the developer. Otherwise very nice module.
Hands Down Best Stock Module for J1.5 byotctrader on May 14, 2008 This is hands down the best stock module for
J1.5. Had to change some permission settings on my server but developer was very quick responding to my inquiry. Very
easy to configure with multiple symbols from any market. Has a great pop up chart feature. Easy to add/remove data
fields. Refreshes quotes frequently rendering them in almost real time. Would highly recommend if you are looking to add
quotes to your site.
Just Great all round byKrazza on December 25, 2008 Dont often add reviews but this one is worth it. Excellent support
by the developer beyond what I would consider normal, to have issues that were site related fixed.
Great pop up chart display is really eye catching and to see stocks update every few seconds is just as good.
Great addition to any J1.5 financial site or a nice bell or whistle to any project. Cheers!
Wow, Wow and Wow! byethicalbanker on December 13, 2008 This is exactly what I needed and Bing provided fantastic
support in getting the module up and running!
Keep up the great work and thanks again.
Nice Looking Module bydaynews on August 1, 2008 Easy to install and configure.
Developer could add:
1. Percentage change together with amount change
2. The feature so you can order stocks by percentage change, price change and so on Maximum you can add 200
stocks, but this comes from Yahoo! not the developer. Otherwise very nice module.
Hands Down Best Stock Module for J1.5 byotctrader on May 14, 2008 This is hands down the best stock module for
J1.5. Had to change some permission settings on my server but developer was very quick responding to my inquiry. Very
easy to configure with multiple symbols from any market. Has a great pop up chart feature. Easy to add/remove data
fields. Refreshes quotes frequently rendering them in almost real time. Would highly recommend if you are looking to add
quotes to your site.
Easy to use. Excellent support byawdesign on September 10, 2009 I love this plug-in. very cool and easy to use. The
programmer (Bing) is very helpful and helps whenever you need support.
Does what it says on the tin, but... byleetorrens on July 16, 2008 I purchased the commercial 1.2 version. It works fine,
though using it with the WYSIWYG editor is tricky. No problems if you write your content in HTML, but whose clients do
that?
I cannot control the width of the hover box when it contains just text. They all appear very narrow and tall like in the
example on the developer's own website.
I registered on their website to discuss these issues in their forum, but they've disabled replies. Many forum threads have
hundreds of views but not a single one has any replies.
This extension will create hover boxes for you, like it says on the tin. However, don't expect to be able to discuss any
issues in an open forum or read how others before you have resolved problems.
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